Calcutta 1969 Original Broadway Cast
a publication of - resoudinary - calcutta!, 1969 shepard contributed sketches to this watershed 1969 offbroadway revue, which featured nude actors and an in-your-face exploration of sex. a broadway revival ran
from 1976 until 1989, making it the longest-running revue in the history of the great white way. cowboy
mouth, 1971 shepard and his then-lover patti smith collaborated on a play about a woman (played by smith in
the ... introduction: the musical and masculinity take a turn for ... - despite similar changes occurring
on the broadway and off-broadway stages at the same time—as shows such as hair (1968), oh, calcutta
(1969), godspell (1971), and jesus christ superstar (1971) rocked the the- cap ucla presents alarm will
sound 1969 - scene in 1969’s broadway sensation, oh! calcutta! —alarm will sound should perform nude in
carnegie hall. we haven’t pursued this idea, though we have included a song from the musical.) and so the
stockhausen-beatles meeting became the focal point of. 1969. to tell its story, i imagined a unique multimedia
piece that would juxtapose the artists’ own words with fragments of music ... playlist* broadway bound
with garrett stack monroe ... - jersey boys - original broadway cast rhino 2005 medley assembled by
garrett stack with broadway bound liner for broadcast on show. filed in cd jewel box with original cast cd book
notes of the missionary research library 3041 ... - book notes of the missionary research library 3041
broadway, new york, new york 10027 march-april, 1970 vol. xxxi, no. 3/4 southeast asia college theatre
presents - atthemac - plays, first performing with an obscure off-off-broadway group but eventually gaining
recognition for his writing and winning prestigious obie awards (off-broadway) three years running.
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